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Abstract

ther by improving the motion representation and similarity
measures [25, 2, 23, 4, 14] or by adding linguistic clues during the recognition process [6, 9]. Ong and Ranganath [18]
presented a review of the automated sign language research
and also point out one important issue in continuous sign
language recognition. While signing a sentence, there exist
transitions of the hands between two consecutive signs that
do not belong to either of the signs. This is called movement epenthesis [15]. This needs to be dealt with first before dealing with any other phonological issues in sign language [18]. Most of the existing works in sign language
assume that the training signs are already available and often signs used in the training set are the isolated signs with
the boundaries chopped off, or manually selected frames
from continuous sentences. Unlike isolated signs, a sign in
a continuous sentence is strongly affected by its context in
the sentence. Figure 1 shows a continuous sentence ‘YOU
CAN BUY THIS FOR HER’. The frames representing the
sign ‘BUY’ and the neighboring signs are marked. The unmarked frames between the signs indicate the frames corresponding to movement epenthesis, which depends on the
end and start of the preceding and succeeding sign respectively. The movement epenthesis also affects how the sign
is signed. This effect makes the automated learning and
recognition of signs from continuous sentences harder than
isolated signs, fingerspelling or plain gestures.

Recognition of signs in sentences requires a training
set constructed out of signs found in continuous sentences.
Currently, this is done manually, which is a tedious process.
In this work, we consider a framework where the modeler
just provides multiple video sequences of sign language sentences, constructed to contain the vocabulary of interest.
We learn the models of the recurring signs, automatically.
Specifically, we automatically extract the parts of the signs
that are present in most occurrences of the sign in context.
These parts of the signs that is stable with respect to adjacent signs, are referred to as signemes. Each video is first
transformed into a multidimensional time series representation, capturing the motion and shape aspects of the sign.
We then extract signemes from multiple sentences, concurrently, using Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM). We show
results by learning multiple instances of 10 different signs
from a set of 136 sign language sentences. We classify the
extracted signemes as correct, partially correct or incorrect
depending on whether both the start and end locations are
correct, only one of them is correct or both are incorrect, respectively. Out of the 136 extracted video signemes, 98 were
correct, 20 were partially correct and 18 were incorrect.
To demonstrate the generality of the unsupervised modeling idea, we also show the ability to automatically extract
common spoken words in audio. We consider the English
glosses (spoken) corresponding to the sign language sentences and extract the audio counterparts of the signs. Of
the 136 such instances, we recovered 127 correct, 8 partially correct, and 1 incorrect representation of the words.

In this paper, we address the problem of automatically
extracting the part of a sign that is most common in all
occurrences of the sign, and hence expected to be robust
with respect to the variation of adjacent signs. These common parts can be used for spotting or recognition of signs
in continuous sign language sentences using either Hidden
Markov Models or Dynamic Time warping. They can also
be used by sign language experts for teaching or studying
variations between instances of signs in continuous sign
language sentences, or in automated sign language tutoring
systems. Further, they can be used even in the process of

1. Introduction
Sign language research in the vision community has primarily focused on improving recognition rates of signs ei1

(a) Continuous Sentence ‘YOU CAN BUY THIS FOR HER’
Figure 1. Movement epenthesis in sign language sentences. The frames corresponding to the sign ‘BUY’ are marked in red. The adjacent
signs in each sentence are marked in magenta. The frames in between the marked frames represent movement epenthesis i.e. the transition
between signs.

translating sign language videos directly to spoken words.
A different but a closely related problem is the extraction of common subsequences, also called motifs, from very
long multiple gene sequences in biology [3, 13]. But due
to the univariate and discrete nature of the biological sequences, their algorithms are not always directly applicable
to other multivariate continuous domains in time series like
speech or sign language. Some of the motif discovery works
illustrating results on human movements include [10, 16, 1].
Nayak et al. [17] find recurrent patterns from sign language
sentences. Yang et al. [24] perform sign spotting in continuous sign language sentences using Conditional Random
Fields. Farhadi et al. [11] used models learned using an
avatar to spot signs signed by a human signer.
Following the success of Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) in speech recognition, they were used by sign language researchers [22, 20, 6, 4, 21] for representing and
recognizing signs. But HMMs need a large number of
training data and unlike speech, data from native signers
is not yet as easily available as speech data. Our current
work can be used to automatically generate such training
data, cutting down on the tedious nature of the process.
Nayak et al. [17] proposed a sequential method for extracting signeme models from continuous sign language sentences. But the signemes extracted were heavily biased
by the first two sentences used to start the search. They
matched each substring of a fixed length from an interpolated sequence of the first sentence to every substring of
the same length in the interpolated sequence in the second
sequence. The best matching pair of substrings was considered to represent the common pattern and one of those
patterns was used to extract the similar patterns from the
rest of the sentences. Our work in this paper is different

in multiple respects. Firstly, we present an approach to simultaneously extract the signemes from all given sentences.
Secondly, our framework also accommodates the comparison of substrings of different widths. The set of sequences
can be either in interpolated (speed-normalized) or in noninterpolated forms.
In this paper, we present a Bayesian framework to extract the common subsequence i.e. signeme from all the
given sentences simultaneously. We assume that the sign to
be extracted is the only sign that is common to each of the n
given sentences. Skin color blobs are extracted from frames
of color video, and a relational distribution [17] is formed
for each frame using the edge pixels in the skin blobs. Each
sentence is then represented as a trajectory in a low dimensional space called Space of Relational Distributions, which
is arrived at by performing Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) on the relational distributions. The trajectory implicitly captures the shape and motion in the video. The
starting locations and widths of the candidate signemes in
all the n sentences are together represented by a parameter vector. The initial values for the starting locations are
obtained using uniform random sampling on the sequence
of each sentence, and the initial width values are randomly
selected from a given range of values. The parameter vector is updated sequentially by sampling the starting point
and width of the possible signeme in each sentence from a
joint conditional distribution that is based on the locations
and widths of the target possible signeme in all other sentences. The process is iterated till the parameter values converge to a stable solution. Monte Carlo approaches [19, 12]
like the Gibbs sampling [7], which is a special case of the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [8] can be used for global
optimization while updating the parameter vector by per-

forming importance sampling on the conditional probability distribution. But it has a high burn-in period. In this
paper, we adopt a greedy approach based on the use of Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) [5]. ICM converges much
faster than a Gibbs sampler, but is known to be largely dependent on the initialization. We mitigate against this limitation by performing ICM a number of times equal to the
average length of the n sentences, with different initializations. This strategy gave us good results with real data. The
most frequently occurring solution from all the ICM runs is
considered as the final solution.
We test our algorithm by extracting 10 different signs
from 136 sentences, using 14 sentences on an average to extract each sign. To demonstrate the generality of the modeling approach, we also show results on audio data. The
audio data consists of spoken English glosses corresponding to the video data. Each audio sequence is represented
as a multi-dimensional time series in a PCA space. The extracted common words (spoken) can be used to construct an
audio-video dictionary of the signemes. An alternative way
to create this audio-video dictionary, would be to use commercial speech recognition software on the English glosses
and then use simple common text finding routines to label
the signs. However, this is not an option, since commercial
speech recognition systems are trained on English grammar
and ASL grammar is not the same as that of spoken English.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows: (i) we present an unsupervised approach to automatically extract parts of signs that are robust to the variation of adjacent signs, simultaneously from multiple sign
language sentences, (ii) our approach does not consider all
possible parameter combinations, instead samples each of
them in a sequential manner till convergence, which saves a
lot of computation, and (iii) we show results on extracting
signs from plain color videos of continuous sign language
sentences without using any color gloves or magnetic trackers, and also on audio data.
We organize the paper as follows. Section 2 formulates
the problem of finding signemes from a given set of long
sequences in a probabilistic framework. We describe how
we solve it using Iterated Conditional Modes. It is then followed by a description of our experiments and results in
Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and discusses possible future work.

2. Problem Formulation
Sign language sentences are series of signs with movement epenthesis in between signs. Signeme represents the
portion of the sign that is most similar across the sentences [17]. We formulate the signeme extraction problem
as finding the most recurring pattern among a set of n senn }, that have one common sign present in
1 , · · · , S
tences {S
all the sentences. The commonality concept underlying the

definition of a signeme can be cast in terms of distances. Let
i

sw
ai represent a substring from the sequence Si consisting of
the points with indices ai , · · · ai + wi − 1, and d(x, y ) denote the distance between two substrings x and y based on
dynamic time warping. We define the set of signemes to be
1
n
sw
the set of substrings denoted by {sw
a1 , · · · , 
an } that is most
similar among all possible substrings from the given set of
sentences. Let θ = {a1 , w1 , · · · an , wn } denote the parameter set representing a set of substrings, one from each of the
n sentences, and θm denote the parameter set representing
the target set of signemes in the n sentences. We find θm
using a probabilistic framework.
θm = arg max p(θ)

(1)

θ

where p(θ) is a probability over the space of all possible
substrings. We define this probability to be a function of
the inter-substring distances:
g(θ)
p(θ) = 
θ g(θ)
where

⎛
g(θ) = exp ⎝−β

n 
n

i=1 j=1

(2)

⎞
i
j ⎠
d(sw
sw
ai , 
aj )

(3)

and β is a positive constant. Note that g(θ) varies inversely
with the summation of the pair-wise distances of all the subsequences given by θ. Also note that p(θ) is hard to compute or even sample from because it is computationally expensive to compute the denominator in Eq. 2, as it involves
the summation over all possible parameter combinations. β
acts as a scale parameter, which controls the slopes of the
peaks in the probability space. It can also be looked upon
as the smoothing parameter. If probability sampling algorithms like Gibbs sampling [7] are used in later steps, then
the rate of convergence would be determined by this parameter.
Let θi represent the parameters from the ith sentence,
i.e. {ai , wi } and θ(i) represent the rest of the parameters,
{a1 ,w1 · · · ai−1 ,wi−1 ,ai+1 ,wi+1 · · · an ,wn }. To make
sampling easier, we construct conditional density function
of the parameters from each sentence, i.e. θi , given the values of the rest of the parameters, i.e. θ(i) . In other words, we
construct probability density function of the possible starting points and widths in each sentence, given the estimated
starting points and widths of the common pattern in all other
sentences, i.e. f (θi |θ(i) ). Of course, this conditional density function has to be derived from the joint density function specified in Eq. 2.
f (θi |θ(i) )

=

p(θ)
g(θ)
p(θ)
=
=
(4)
p(θ(i) )
θi p(θ)
θi g(θ)

Since the normalization to arrive at this conditional density function involves summation over one parameter, it is
now easier to compute and sample from. The specific form
for this conditional density function using the dynamic time
warping (DTW) distances is

n
i
k
exp −β k=1 d(sw
sw
ai , 
ak ))
n
(5)
f (θi |θ(i) ) = 
wi wk
sai , sak )))
k=1 d(
θi exp (−β
Note that the distance terms that do not involve ai and wi ,
i.e. do not involve the i-th sentence appear both in the numerator and the denominator and so cancel out. For notational convenience, this is sometimes represented using
conditional g functions as:
g(θi |θ(i) )
f (θi |θ(i) ) = 
θi g(θi |θ(i) )

n
i
k
where g(θi |θ(i) ) = exp −β k=1 d(sw
sw
ai , 
ak )) .

(6)

2.1. Choice of distance measure
The distance function d in the above equations needs to
be chosen carefully such that it is not biased towards the
shorter subsequences. Here we briefly describe how we
compute distance between two substrings using dynamic
time warping.
Let l1 and l2 represent the length of the two substrings
and e(i, j) represent the Euclidean distance between the ith
data point from the first substring and the j th data point
from the second substring. Let D represent the score matrix
of size (l1 +1)×(l2 +1). The 0th row and 0th column of D
are initialized to infinity, except D(0, 0), which is initialized
to 0. The rest of the score matrix, D, is completed using the
following recursion:

the optimization using Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM),
first proposed by Besag [5]. ICM has much faster convergence, but it is also known to be heavily dependent on the
initialization. We address this limitation by running the optimization multiple times with different initializations and
choosing the most frequently occurring solution as the final
solution.
Algorithm 2.1: I TERATED C ONDITIONAL M ODES({a01 ,
w10 , · · · , a0n , wn0 })
comment: Chooses {a1 , w1 , · · · , an , wn } that maximizes
the distribution p(a1 , w1 , · · · , an , wn )
comment: Initialization:
θ0 ← {a01 , w10 , · · · , a0n , wn0 }
repeat
⎧
for i ←
⎪
⎧ 0 to n
⎪
⎪
⎪
comment: Jointly sample ai , wi . Li is the
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
length of sequence Si
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
for w⎧
i ← A to B
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
for ai ← 0 to Li − wi + 1
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
do g(ai , wi|θ(ai
do
,wi ) ) ←
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
n
⎪
⎪
i
k
⎪
⎨
exp
−β
sw
sw
⎪
ai , 
ak )
k=1 d(
⎨
comment:
Normalize
do
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
for w⎧
⎪
⎪
i ← A to B
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
for ai ← 0 to Li − wi + 1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ do f (ai , wi |θ(ai ,wi ) ) ←
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
g(ai ,wi |θ(ai ,wi ) )
⎪ do
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
g(ai ,wi |θ(ai ,wi ) )
⎪
⎪
⎪
a
⎪
⎪
⎪
i ,wi
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎩
ai , wi ← ARG MAX (f (ai , wi |θ(ai ,wi ) ))
until CHANGE IN PARAMETERS({a1 , w1 , · · · ,
an , wn }) == 0

D(i, j) =e(i, j)+
min {D(i − 1, j), D(i − 1, j − 1), D(i, j − 1)}
(7)
where 1 ≤ i ≤ l1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ l2 . The optimal warp
path is then traced back from D(l1 , l2 ) to D(0, 0). The distance measure between the two substrings is then given by
D(l1 , l2 ) normalized by the length of the optimal warping
path.

2.2. Parameter Estimation
In order to extract the common sign from a given set of
sign language sentences, we need to compute θi for each of
the sentences sequentially. Gibbs sampling [7] is a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo approach [12] that allows us to sample the conditional probability density f (θi |θ(i) ) for all the
sequences sequentially and then iterate the whole process
till convergence. Gibbs sampling results in a global optimum, but its convergence is very slow. The burn-in period is typically thousands of iterations. So, we perform

Algorithm 2.1 outlines the process of ICM to extract
the common patterns or signemes from a set of sentences
with a given initial parameter vector. We aim to select the set of parameters that maximizes the probability
p(θ) or p(a1 , w1 , · · · , an , wn ). We do that by estimating each of the parameters a1 , w1 , · · · an , wn in a sequential manner. Since we expect the starting location and
width of a subsequence representing the common sign to
be strongly correlated, we estimate ai and wi jointly. First
we compute g(θi |θ(i) ) i.e. g(ai , wi |θ(ai ,wi ) ) from which
we compute the conditional density functions f (θi |θ(i) ) i.e.
f (ai , wi |θ(ai ,wi ) ). Note that it involves a summation over
ai and wi only, which involves much less computation than
that required for computing p(θ) which involves a summation over a1 , w1 , · · · an , wn . The values for ai and wi are
updated with those that maximize the conditional density
f (θi |θ(i) ). The process is carried out sequentially for i = 1
to n, and then repeated iteratively till the values of the parameter vector {a1 , w1 , a2 , w2 , · · · an , wn } do not change

based on uniform random distribution from the set of all
possible widths in a given range [A, B]. The value for a0i is
obtained by sampling a starting point based on uniform random distribution from the set of all possible starting points
in the ith sequence, i.e. from the set {1 · · · (Li − wi0 + 1)}
where Li is the length of the sequence Si . Different initial
parameter vectors are obtained by independently sampling
the sentences multiple times. ICM is run using each initial
parameter vector generated and the most common solution
is considered as the final solution. The uniform sampling
of the frames in the sentences for selecting the starting locations ensures the whole parameter space is covered uniformly. The number of times we sample the initial parameter vector and run the ICM algorithm decides how densely
we cover the whole parameter space. We run it the number of times equal to the average number of frames in each
sentence from the given set of sentences for extracting the
sign. For example, for extracting the sign ‘DEPART’ from
14 sentences with an average of 89 frames per sentence, we
ran 89 different ICM runs. One could choose to run a multiple of the average number of times as well, but we found
the average number to be sufficient to show the stability of
the solution in our experiments. Algorithm 2.2 presents the
process as a pseudocode.
Algorithm 2.2: E XTRACT S IGNEMES(L1 , · · · Ln , A, B)

Figure 2. Sequential update of the parameter values using ICM.
(a), (b) and (c) respectively show the parameter updates in the first
sentence, the ith and the nth sentences. In the rth iteration, the
parameters of the common sign in ith sentence is computed based
on the parameter values of the previous (i − 1) sentences obtained
in the same iteration, and those of the (i + 1)th to nth sentences
obtained in the previous, i.e. the (r − 1)th iteration.

any more. Figure 2 depicts the sampling process for a single iteration, r. Note the conditional and sequential nature
of sampling from various sentences within the single iteration.

comment: Generates multiple initialization vectors and
calls ICM with each of them.
N ← MEAN(L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln )
for j ⎧
← 1 to N
for i ←
⎪
⎪
 10 to n
⎪
⎪
wi ← UNIFORM(A · · · B)
⎪
⎪
do
⎪
⎪
a0i ← UNIFORM(1 · · · Li − wi0 + 1)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
do {aj , wj , · · · , aj , wj } ←
n
n
1
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
ITERATED CONDITIONAL
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
MODES(a01 , w10 , · · · , a0n , wn0 )
⎪
⎩
for i ←
⎧ 1 to n
⎨comment: Assign most frequently occurring value
do as the final value for each parameter.
⎩
wi ← MODE(wij ), ai ← MODE(aji )

2.3. Sampling starting points for ICM

3. Experiments and Results

In order to address the local convergence nature of ICM,
we adopt a uniform random sampling-based approach. We
start by randomly assigning values to the parameter vector
θ. The width wi0 is obtained by sampling a width value

We test our approach of extracting signemes on both audio and video sequences representing sentences from American Sign Language. We describe the datasets here and
present the results obtained.

3.1. Datasets
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Computed End
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Computed End

The video dataset consists of 136 American Sign Lan80
80
guage (ASL) video sequences used to extract 10 common
60
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subsequences, using an average of 14 sequences to extract
40
40
each sign. There are approximately 10 frames per sign. The
data does not involve any color gloves or magnetic track20
20
ers. We perform skin-color segmentation to extract the skin
0
0
0
50
100
0
50
100
blobs and compute a relational distribution for each image.
Ground Truth Start
Ground Truth End
The relational distributions are embedded in the low dimen(a) Video Start Point Estimation (b) Video End Point Estimation
sional Space of Relational Distributions(SoRD) space using
Figure 3. Extraction of common patterns or signemes from 136
Principal Component Analysis. Each sequence is then repvideo sequences. (a) and (b) show the scatter plots for the comresented as a string of points in the SoRD space.
puted location vs. the ground truth location for the start and end
points respectively. The closer the points are to the diagonal, the
The audio dataset consists of spoken out sentences corcloser the result is to the ground truth.
responding to the sequences in the video dataset described
above. There were 136 continuous audio recordings used
100
100
for extracting 10 words. Each recording consists of an
ASL sentence spoken out in English, preserving the ASL
80
80
syntax, such that the order of words in an audio recording
60
60
corresponds to the sequence of signs signed in the contin40
40
uous ASL sentences of the video dataset. The audio sequences are continuous in nature involving the natural co20
20
articulation between the words. But the co-articulation in
0
0
speech is far less than that in the sign language videos. The
0
20
40
60
80
100
0
20
40
60
80
100
Ground Truth Start
Ground Truth End
sequences are captured at 22 kHz. They are processed to
extract 13 MFCCs at 25 frames per second. The extracted (a) Audio Start Point Estimation (b) Audio End Point Estimation
Figure 4. Extraction of common patterns or signemes from 136
frames are projected onto a PCA space retaining all the
audio sequences. (a) and (b) show the scatter plots for the com13 dimensions. PCA helps us get a better visualization of
puted location vs. the ground truth location for the start and end
the sequences since the first coefficient captures the highpoints respectively. The closer the points are to the diagonal, the
est variation among the data points. Each audio sequence
closer the result is to the ground truth.
is thus finally represented as a string of points in the PCA
space.
from each sign. We have linked all the instances of different signs extracted from our experiments to a web page at
3.2. Common Pattern Extraction Results
http://marathon.csee.usf.edu/ASL/SignemeExtraction.html.
The web page also contains links to complete sentences
Figure 3(a) shows the scatter plot of the ground truth
from which the signemes were extracted. It should also
start position vs. the estimated start position of the pattern
be noted from the extracted signemes that, in addition to
extracted from each of the 136 sentences in the video
locating the signeme correctly in sentences, our approach is
dataset. Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding scatter plot
also robust to the variations within the sign due to different
for the end position of the patterns in the sentences. As
contexts.
can be seen most of the points in the scatter plots lie along
Figure 4(a) and (b) show the scatter plots of the ground
the diagonal. It indicates that very few of the extracted
truth vs. estimated position for the start and end positions
patterns are incorrect. Those correspond to the points lying
respectively of the patterns extracted from 136 audio sefar-off from the diagonal. All the extracted patterns were
quences. As can be seen, almost all of the points except one,
examined by an American Sign Language expert. She had
lie very close to the diagonal. This indicates that the start
to recognize and label each of them as correct, partially
and end positions of the extracted subsequences coincide
correct or incorrect. Correct indicates that both the start
well with that of the ground truth common subsequences.
and end of the extracted pattern are correct. Partially
We decide further accuracy by examining the individual aucorrect indicates that only one of them, i.e. either the start
dio clips and labeling them as correct, partially correct and
or the end is correct, and incorrect indicates that both the
incorrect, same as in the video dataset. Out of 136 extracted
start and end points are incorrect. The results showed that
audio patterns, we had 127 correct patterns, 8 partially corout of the 136 extracted video patterns, 98 were considered
rect patterns and 1 incorrect pattern. All the extracted aucorrect, 20 were partially correct and 18 were incorrect.
dio clips and the whole audio sentences can be found in the
Figure 5 show one instance of the signeme extracted

(a) BUY

(b) CANT

(c) MOVE

(d) PASSPORT

(e) SECURITY

(f) TICKET

(g) TABLE

(h) FUTURE

(i) TIME

(j) DEPART

Figure 5. Signemes extracted from sentences. Note that for display purposes some of the intermediate frames have been dropped.

same web page as the video clips.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a novel algorithm to extract signemes, i.e.
the common pattern representing a sign, from multiple long
video sequences of American Sign Language. A signeme
is a part of the sign that is robust to the variations of the
adjacent signs and the associated movement epenthesis. We
first represent each sequence as a series of points in a low
dimensional Space of Relational Distributions, and then use
a probabilistic framework to locate the signemes in each sequence concurrently. We use Iterative Conditional Modes
(ICM) to sample the parameters, i.e. the starting location
and width of the signeme in each sentence in a sequential
manner. In order to overcome the local convergence problem of ICM, we run it repetitively with uniformly and independently sampled initialization vectors. The number of
times ICM is repeated depends on the average length of the
sequences used for extracting the signeme. We show results on ASL video sequences that do not involve any magnetic trackers or gloves, and also on a corresponding audio dataset. The extracted signemes also show that our approach is robust to some extent to the variations produced
within a sign due to different contexts.
The approach in this paper can be used to speed up training set generation for ASL algorithms by drastically reducing the manual aspect of the process. Instead of the current
need of manually demarcated signs in continuous sentences,

we would just need instances of sentences containing the
sign whose model is sought. The sentences do not have to
be associated with any English glosses, either. The current
scope of the algorithm is limited to single instance in each
sentence of the sign that is being modeled. However, the
ICM-based approach can be extended to multiple instances
too, of course, with the added expansion of the search dimensionality. This is one possible direction for future work.
Another contribution of this work is an empirically derived
robust representation of the sign that is stable with respect
to the variations due to neighboring signs and sentence context. While it is not clear if such representations has linguistic validity, these stable representations could be useful
for detection or spotting of signs and gestures in extended
gesture sequences.
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